TAXATION
and
YOU

Freedom Party believes that the purpose of government is to protect our freedom of choice, not to restrict

it.

Here's an interesting question: When was the last
time a politician promised you lower taxes?
Here's an even better one: When was the last time a
politician promised you lower taxes and you believed
it?
Now here's our favourite: When was the last timeyou
paid lower taxes?
You probably can't even remember.
Ta xes levied by all three levels of government have
risen steadily year by year for the last thirty years, as
politicians have conscripted more and more of our
personal income --- and personal choice. Now they're
taking more than 50% of the average working man's
pay, not counting some of the hidden taxes like
inflation, artificially-high interest rates, and the cost to
businesses of complying with regulations, which is
always passed on to the consumer.
When will it end?
It w ill end when people start fighting back. And one of
the best ways of fighting back is to support Freedom
Party.
Every economic policy initiative of Freedom Party
is aimed at lowering taxes and increasing personal
choice and individual freedom. It is the only party that
will consis tently vote against any new type of government spending and work steadily to decrease existing
spending.
Freedom Party considers that the level of taxation is
a measure of the denial of our personal freedoms. We
believe that you know how to spend your money better
than any politician does, and that the choice of where
your money goes should be yours.
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If you want to make your own choices, rather than
have those choices made for you by politicians who will
promise you anything, then choose Freedom Party.
After all, freedom of choice is what we're all about!
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Call us.

(519) 433-8612
Write us.
Freedom Party of Ontario
P.O. Box 2214, Stn. A,
LONDON, Ontario
N6A 4E3

Visit us.
364 Richmond Street, 3rd Floor
LONDON, Ontario
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After all, freedom of choice is what
we're all about!
Freedom Party is founded on the principle that: Every
individual, in the peaceful pursuit of personal fulfillment,
has an absolute right to his or her own life, liberty, and
~~~
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